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1. Introduction Saphira & Ventura presents an avant-garde digital crypto asset platform, pivoted 
around the revolutionary NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens). Our endeavor revolves around fortifying 
business loyalty marketing strategies via distinct digital collectibles. 
 
2. The Essence of Digital Collectibles Digital Collectibles embody unique digital commodities, 
shareable on prominent social platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn. Leveraging 
blockchain technology, these collectibles guarantee verifiable ownership. 
 
3. NFTs: A Paradigm Shift Beyond mere digital possession, NFTs are evolving to integrate 
tangible real-world experiences. Consider the allure of a football club's digital collectible: its 
inherent value transcends when accompanied by tangibles like a signed jersey, a VIP ticket, or a 
sought-after utility reward, crafting an unparalleled experience. 
 
4. Social Integration and Features 
 
Facebook and Instagram: 
 

• Digital Wallet Linkage: Users can seamlessly link their digital wallets, enabling them to 
select and exhibit their preferred NFTs. 

• Enhanced Sharing: Digital collectibles, when posted, emanate a distinctive shimmer. 
They can also project public specifics such as the NFT's description. Notably, these posts 
gain prominence on the user's profile. 

• Automated Tagging: Ensuring recognition, the creator and collector are auto-tagged in 
the collectible post, albeit adhering to user privacy settings. 

 
5. The Imperative of Crypto Wallets Crypto wallets play a pivotal role in safeguarding and 
transacting crypto assets. Defined by a duo of public and private keys, each wallet ensures 
unbreachable access, safeguarding the user's assets. 
 
6. Blockchain Registration Notably, collectibles under Saphira & Ventura's purview find their 
registration on esteemed blockchains, including Polygon, supervised by the trailblazing BTG. 



 
7. Strategic Collaborations Our alliance with LUMx, renowned for software expertise, and Shift, 
a trailblazer in crypto marketplaces, amplifies our global outreach. We jointly focus on curating 
NFTs representing elite brands, distinguished artists, athletes, museums, and sustainable 
endeavors. 
 
8. Significant Stakeholders Lumx Studios, a luminary in Web3 solutions, operates from Rio de 
Janeiro, and Shift, a pioneer in crypto marketplaces. In juxtaposition, Saphira & Ventura, rooted 
in New York, carves a niche in the art arena and helms events that blend novel technologies 
with global marketing strategies. 
 
9. National Endeavours in the Brazilian landscape, our objective converges with Mynt, a BTG 
Pactual's 2021 crypto transactional venture. Recent milestones include Mynt acquiring a 20% 
Lumx Studios stake, known for its blockchain pursuits and crafting NFTs for premium brands. 
 
10. NFT Market Dynamics The NFT domain is surging, enticing industry titans like Coca-Cola, 
Ambev, Meta, and Nestle. Forbes echoes this sentiment, highlighting staggering sales figures. 
 
11. Future Aspirations In partnership with New York's Shift and Lumx, our ambition is to 
spearhead Web3 and NFT-centric initiatives, fortified by BTG Pactual's financial acumen. 
 
12. Mission Statement Saphira & Ventura's compass points towards pioneering Web3 
marketing solutions, fostering an enriched relationship between brands and their digital 
audience. We foresee a symbiotic blend of marketing and Web3 technology, nurturing authentic 
engagements between enterprises, innovators, and consumers, propelled by cutting-edge 
technologies and brands. 
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